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Spunky pup glow in the dark tennis balls

Now you and your best friend can continue to play long after sunset. Just put the ball in the light and watch it glow in the dark. This soft, durable, non-toxic game is great for indoor or outdoor game. Say goodbye to drool-encrusted tennis balls – Fetch &amp; Glow by Spunky Pup is easy to
clean, waterproof and even floats. So wherever the fun takes you — to the dog park, beach, or just around the house — Fetch &amp; Glow will be your dog jogging, jumping and fetching... Day or night! Available in a fun neo-colour. Size for larger dogs; Also check out our Fetch &amp; Glow
for Smaller Dogs and Flash &amp; Glow, The Flashing Dog Ball, which glows in the dark. Available in the following: – Large (3.5 inch diameter) – Medium – Glows in the dark. Exposure to light to see it at night – Safe, soft and fun – Day or Night Play – Durable, non-toxic, Easy to clean –
Floating, Assorted Colors, Large picture not available for Color: Picture not available for Color: © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates Image not available forColor: CURRENTLY SOLD OUTFloating, Heavy Duty, Glows in the DarkMore items related to this productCurrent slide
{CURRENT_SLIDE} of {TOTAL_SLIDES}- Best Selling in Toys4.6 of 5 stars based on 14 product ratings(14) 14)5,0 out of 5 star based on 18 product review score(2) 5.0 out of 5 star based on 2 product reviews(2)5,0 out of 5 star based on 2 product reviews (2)4.4 out of 5 star based on 11
product score(11)4.9 Out of 5 star based on 26 product review(26)5.0 out of 5 star Based on 2 product ratings(2)Current slide {CURRENT_SLIDE} from {TOTAL_SLIDES}- Save on ToysCurrent slide {CURRENT_SLIDE} of {TOTAL_ SLIDES}- You may also like an error processing your
request. Spunky Pup Tennis Balls - 3 Pack - Glow Logo Spunky Pup Tennis Balls are perfect for energetic dogs who like to play until the sun sets. After exposure to light, the Spunky Pup logo glows in the dark for easy getting during low light hours. Play fetch in the backyard, in the dog
park, in your home or even in the pool or on the lake – swims as well! Spunky Pup balls have an unaasrazive surface that is gentle on your dog's teeth and are made without gas filler for your dog's safety. Each pack shall be packed in multi-coloured packages of 3; blue, green and orange.
Spunky Pup Balls are the same size as a standard tennis ball and can be used with all standard balls. *Please Note: Only the logo Spunky Pup glows in the dark Glows in the dark logo Plava in water Bright colors No gas filler - safe for dogs Gently on your dog's teeth Perfect for dogs of all
ages and sizes Fits the standard ball starter 3 Colors 3-pack 1 x Spunky Pup Tennis Balls - 3-Pack - Glow Log SKU CEN513 Barcode #851613003946 Brand Spunky Pup Shipping Weight 0.2100kg Delivery Width 0.070m Delivery Height 0.070m Length Delivery 0.290m Cubic
0.001421000m3 Help Help Ready Pet Go users buy smarter by writing reviews for products they've purchased. Write a product overview
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